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Knit Your Own Cat
Easy-to-Follow Patterns for 16 Frisky Felines

Sally Muir and Joanna Osborne

Cat lovers, rejoice! It’s the highly anticipated follow-up

book to Knit Your Own Dog. With easy-to-follow 

instructions for 16 distinct felines, Knit Your Own 

Cat is the irresistible guide to knitting the pet you’ve 

always wanted.

C ats and knitters are perfect companions. What’s better 
together than a kitten curled up in a basket of wool or a 

frisky feline chasing a skein of yarn down a hallway? Since the 
instant success of Knit Your Own Dog, cat lovers have been 
clamoring for a book of their own. That time has come. 

Knit Your Own Cat is packed with knitting patterns for 
16 different fanciful felines, from a pretty Persian to a sleek 
Siamese, from a cuddly kitten to a traditional tabby. The cats 
are surprisingly easy to make: With a few evenings of work, 
you can have a covetable companion for life. Each cat includes 
clear, step-by-step instructions for both knitting and assembling 
the parts. The cats can be knit into various positions such as 
standing, sitting, crouching, and curled up for a nap. You can 
add details like collars, bells, and bows. Photographs throughout 
show the fi nished cat from various angles, and each cat is 
accompanied by a description of its real-life temperament and 
physical characteristics. 

Cats include: Abyssinian, Bengal, Black Cat, Black & White, 
British Shorthair, Burmese, Devon Rex, Kitten, Maine Coon, 
Orange, Persian, Ragdoll, Siamese, Tabby, Tortoiseshell, and 
Turkish Van. 

Sally Muir and Joanna Osborne run their own knitwear business, 
Muir and Osborne (www.muirandosborne.co.uk). They have a shop 
in London, and their knitwear can also be found in premier stores in 
the U.K., the U.S., Japan, and Europe, including Barney’s, Saks Fifth 
Avenue, Liberty, and The Cross. They won the U.K. Fashion Export 
Small Business Award, and several pieces of their knitwear are in the 
permanent collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. 
They are the authors of Knit Your Own Dog.

Only $14.95

$17.95 Can • 124 color photographs throughout • 144 pages

8 ½" x 6 ¾" • Paperback with fl aps • Crafts • No. 81893

ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-893-7 • Rights: U.S. & Canada

12-copy counter display, 
includes 6 Knit Your Own Cat 
and 6 Knit Your Own Dog

$179.00 • No. 82285

ISBN-13: 978-1-60376-285-4

 ● The perfect book for cat lovers who love 

to knit

 ● Packed with detailed knitting patterns 

for 16 unique cats

 ● Includes 124 full-color photographs of 

the fi nal product as well as detail shots

 ● Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions 

allow the novice and expert knitter to 

complete a project within a few days. 

 ■ National media campaign including print, 

radio, and online media

 ■ Target cat enthusiasts print and online 

publications, websites, and blogs

 ■ Target crafting and knitting print and online 

publications, websites, and blogs

FEBRUARY 2012

Knit Your Own Dog;
978-1-57912-874-6

SEE PAGE 26 FOR COMPANION TITLE:
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The New York Times is regarded as the world’s preeminent 
newspaper. Its news coverage is known for its exceptional 
depth and breadth, with reporting bureaus throughout the 
United States and in 26 foreign countries. Winner of 106 
Pulitzer Prizes, The Times has the largest circulation of any 
seven-day newspaper in the U.S.

Dave Anderson is one of the leading American sportswriters 
of our time. He covered the Brooklyn Dodgers for the Brooklyn 
Eagle before moving to the New York Journal-American in 
1955. In 1966 he began writing for The New York Times and 
was given his own column in 1971. He was the 1994 winner of 
the Associated Press Sports Editors (APSE) Red Smith Award 
for distinguished sports-column writing. He was inducted into 
the National Sports Writers and Sportscasters Hall of Fame in 
Salisbury, North Carolina, in 1990, joining three other former 
“Sports of The Times” columnists—Red Smith, Arthur Daley, 
and John Kieran. In 2005, he received the Dick Schaap Award 
for Outstanding Journalism. He is the author of 21 books and 
has written more than 350 magazine articles. He lives in Tenafl y, 
New Jersey.
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The New York Times: 
The Complete Front Pages 
1851–2009; 978-1-57912-825-8

The New York Times: 
The Complete Civil War
1861–1865; 978-1-57912-845-6

The New York Times Book
of New York; 978-1-57912-801-2

SEE PAGES 20-21 FOR COMPANION TITLES:

Experience a century of the pride, power, and pinstripes of the Yankees, 

Major League Baseball’s most successful team, as told through the 

stories of their hometown newspaper, The New York Times. 



The New York Times 
Story of the Yankees
382 Articles, Profi les, and Essays

from 1903 to the Present

Edited with commentary by Dave Anderson 
Foreword by Alec Baldwin

T he New York Yankees are the most storied franchise 
in baseball history. They consistently draw the largest 

home and away crowds of any team, command the largest 
broadcast audiences in baseball, draw the greatest number of 
on-line followers, and routinely sell more copies of books and 
magazines than any other professional sports team. 

The New York Times Story of the Yankees includes 
more than 350 articles chronicling the team’s most famous 
milestones—as well as the best writing about the ball club. 
Each article is hand-selected from The Times by the peerless 
sportswriter Dave Anderson, creating the most complete and 
compelling history to date about the Yankees. 

Organized by era, the book covers the biggest stories and 
events in Yankee history, such as the purchase of Babe Ruth, 
Roger Maris’s 61st home run, and David Cone’s perfect game. 
It chronicles the team’s 27 World Series championships and 
40 American League pennants; its rivalries with the Brooklyn 
Dodgers and the Boston Red Sox; controversial owners, 
players, and managers; and more. The articles span the years 
from 1903—when the team was known as the New York 
Highlanders—to the present, and include stories from well-
known and beloved Times reporters such as Arthur Daley, 
John Kieran, Leonard Koppett, Red Smith, Tyler Kepner, Ira 
Berkow, Richard Sandomir, Jim Roach, and George Vecsey. 

Hundreds of black-and-white photographs throughout 
capture every era. A foreword by die-hard Yankees fan, Alec 
Baldwin, completes the celebration of baseball’s greatest team.

Only $29.95

$39.95 Can./£24.95 U.K./$39.99 Aus.

200 black-and-white photographs • 480 pages • 7 1∕4" x 9 1∕4"

Hardcover • Sports • No. 81892

ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-892-0 • Rights: World

 ● More than 350 hand-selected articles by 

well-known and beloved New York Times 

writers

 ● Black Dog’s The New York Times: Complete 

Front Pages has nearly 130,000 copies in 

print. The New York Times Complete Civil 

War has more than 62,000 copies in print. 

 ● The New York Yankees are the most 

successful team in Major League Baseball, 

drawing the largest crowds of any team in 

baseball and selling more merchandise than 

any other sports franchise in the world.

 ● Includes hundreds of black-and-white 

photographs from every era

 ■ National media campaign, including TV, 

radio, print, and online feature campaign

 ■ Advertising in The New York Times and 

features on nytimes.com

 ■ Interviews with Dave Anderson

Black Dog & Leventhal  |  3
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National Parks
A Kid's Guide to America’s Parks, Monuments, 

and Landmarks

Includes a Fold-out Commemorative Quarter Collector!

Erin McHugh 
Illustrated by Neal Aspinall

The perfect guide for your next family adventure, 

this fun-fi lled book explores more than 75 U.S. parks, 

monuments, and landmarks, from Maine’s Acadia 

National Park to California's Sequoia National Park.

F rom Yellowstone to the Statue of Liberty, from Gettysburg 
National Battlefi eld to Mount Rushmore, National Parks 

is the only kid-friendly, family-oriented book that covers all 
of the U.S. national parks, plus famous monuments and 
landmarks. With a lively text and hundreds of color illustrations 
and photographs throughout, it offers fascinating, memorable 
information on every aspect of the parks, such as the history, 
geography, natural wonders, native wildlife and birds, and 
unique features that make each park special. 

Organized alphabetically by state, National Parks takes readers 
on a whirlwind trip to 75 locations, including Denali National 
Park, Hot Springs National Park, Everglades National Park, Fort 
McHenry, White Mountain National Forest, Ellis Island, the Blue 
Ridge Parkway, Zion National Park, Block Island National Wildlife 
Refuge, Mt. Hood National Forest, and many more. 

Also included are dozens of activities, such as quizzes, 
word and picture hunts, and car games, as well as a detachable 
national-park quarter collector, so kids can collect each of the 
56 commemorative quarters to be issued by the U.S. 

Erin McHugh is a former publishing executive and author of more than 
a dozen books, including The Little Road Trip Handbook. She is also the 
author of several of the books in Black Dog’s State Shapes series. She 
lives in New York City and South Dartmouth, Massachusetts.

Neal Aspinall is an illustrator whose work has appeared on T-shirts, 
patches, and mugs in National Park gift shops. He has also created art 
for an ad partnership between Amtrak and the National Park Service. 
His clients include Target, Pepsi, and Macy’s. He has received awards 
from Communication Arts, Graphis, Society of Illustrators, and the 
Print Regional Design Annual and has been inducted into the Institute 
of  Art of Colorado’s Hall of Fame. He lives in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. 

APRIL 2012

Only $19.95

$23.95 Can./£13.95 U.K./$29.99 Aus.

350 full-color illustrations and photographs throughout

128 pages • 8 ½" x 11"

Paper-over-boards, with fold-out quarter collector

Children’s • No. 81884 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-884-5

Rights: World

 ● U.S. national parks are visited by 13 million 

people every year. The Junior Ranger 

program inducts approximately 500,000 

kids each year.

 ● In 2010 the United States began issuing 

“America the Beautiful” quarters honoring 

parks and monuments. All 56 quarters can 

be collected in the book's fold-out quarter 

collector.

 ● Hundreds of illustrations and photographs, 

including digitally restored WPA posters.

 ● Perfect for kids ages 9-12.

 ● National Park Week takes place in 2012 

from April 21 to 29. 

 ■ Target family and parenting magazines, 

websites, and blogs

 ■ Target print and online camping and 

scouting magazines
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APRIL 2012The Elements
A Visual Exploration of Every 

Known Atom in the Universe

Now in Paperback!

Theodore Gray
Photographs by Theodore Gray and Nick Mann

“I don’t know if this is the fi rst coffee-table book paying 
lush photographic homage to the periodic table, but it is 
certainly the most gorgeous one I’ve seen.” 

    —John Tierney, The New York Times

The Elements is a loving reimagination of the classic table.”   
   —Wired

“Gray’s trademark dry wit and historical anecdotes bring 
even the most basic lumps to life.”  —Popular Science

“A great mix of science and art.”  —Discover

The highly-anticipated paperback edition of the 

international bestseller The Elements

T he Elements has become an international sensation, selling 
half-a-million copies worldwide. Based on seven years of 

research and photography, and culled from Theodore Gray’s 
coveted collection of more than 3,000 element samples, it is 
the most complete and beautiful visual catalog of the elements 
ever assembled. 

Along with The Elements, Theodore Gray is the author of Theodore 
Gray’s Elements Vault, Theo Gray’s Mad Science: Experiments You 
Can Do at Home, But Probably Shouldn’t, and of Popular Science 
magazine’s “Gray Matter” column. He is the proprietor of periodictable.
com. He is also cofounder of Wolfram Research, creators of the world’s 
leading technical software system, Mathematica® and Wolfram|Alpha™. 
With his company Touch Press, Gray is the developer of the best-selling 
e-book apps The Elements: A Visual Exploration and Solar System, also 
published in print by Black Dog & Leventhal. He lives in Champaign-
Urbana, Illinois.

Nick Mann is a freelance photographer. Aside from having 
photographed more elements than probably anyone in the world, he is 
an accomplished landscape, sports, and event photographer. He lives in 
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. 

Only $19.95

$23.95 Can./£13.95 U.K./$19.99 Aus.

500 full-color photographs throughout • 320 pages

10" x 10"  • Paperback • Science • No. 81895

ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-895-1 • Rights: World

 ● The Elements is a national best-seller with 

more than 500,000 copies in print in 22 

languages.

 ● The Elements app has sold more than 

240,000 copies worldwide. 

 ● Gray is an internationally known author, 

app developer, and Renaissance man for 

the digital age. He is recognized as the 

developer of some of the world’s most 

cutting-edge apps, including The Elements 

and Solar System, also published in print by 

Black Dog & Leventhal.

 ■ Ongoing national publicity efforts for 

Theodore Gray including print, radio, TV, 

and author appearances

Includes a 

tear-out poster of 

Theodore Gray’s 

Photographic 

Periodic Table!

SEE PAGE 28 FOR COMPANION TITLES:

Previous hardcover edition: 978-1-57912-814-2

Theodore Gray’s Elements Vault; 
978-1-57912-880-7

The Photographic Card 
Deck of the Elements; 
978-1-60376-198-7

The Elements Puzzle; 
978-1-57912-888-3

Theo Gray’s 
Mad Science; 
978-1-57912875-3
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SEE PAGE 30 FOR COMPANION TITLES:

Get Ready for Pre-K
978-1-57912-870-8

Get Ready for Kindergarten
978-1-57912-868-5

Get Ready for First Grade
978-1-57912-869-2

Get Ready for School: 
Shapes and Colors
978-1-57912-632-2

Get Ready for School: 
Numbers
978-1-57912-631-5

Two new books in Black Dog’s best-selling Get Ready for School    series

F or nearly a decade, the Get Ready for School series has 
been a staple for parents seeking to prepare their children 

for the challenges of the upcoming school year. Each title in the 
series reinforces essential, age-appropriate skills, recognized by 
educators nationwide, through fun and engaging activities. 

Previous books in the series laid the foundation of early-
learning skills from pre-K through fi rst grade. These two new 
books take kids into the next phase of learning. Get Ready for 
First Grade: Spelling, Writing, and Reading builds confi dence 
and skills with activities that help kids recognize long and short 
vowels, silent letters, action words, contractions, adjectives and 
adverbs, singular and plural, word families, opposites, the parts 
of a sentence, sight words, and proper names, among other 
topics. Get Ready for Second Grade builds on skills learned in 
fi rst grade and covers reading, writing complete sentences, 
counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s, adding and subtracting, shapes and 
measurements, time and money, cursive writing, weather, basic 
world geography, the solar system, and more. 

With more than 300 pages of activities and thousands of 
illustrations in each, these books will keep kids coming back for 
more over and over again.

Spelling, Writing, and Reading
Get Ready For First Grade

Heather Stella and Athena Anna Lima

283 ACTIVITIES AND 2,102 ILLUSTRATIONS 

Second Grade
Get Ready For

Heather Stella and Maureen Scepkowski

277 ACTIVITIES AND 1,993 ILLUSTRATIONS 
TEACHER APPROVED!
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Only $17.95

$21.95 Can./£12.95 U.K./$24.99 Aus.

Nearly 2,000 full-color illustrations throughout

320 pages • 9 ¾" x 11 3∕8" 

Printed binder with concealed plastic spiral binding

Children’s • Rights: World

Get Ready for First Grade: Spelling, Writing, and Reading: 
No. 81896 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-896-8

Get Ready for Second Grade: 
No. 81897 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-897-5

 ● The Get Ready for School series has more 

than 730,000 copies in print. 

 ● 320 full-color, teacher-friendly perforated 

pages in each book—more than any other 

full-color book in this category—for only 

$17.95, a true value

 ● Thousands of full-color illustrations 

throughout and hundreds of unique, 

single-page, age-appropriate activities 

 ● Every teacher-approved activity is 

designed to prepare kids for basic 

classroom concepts. 

Get Ready for School: 
Letters
978-1-57912-630-8

Get Ready for School: 
Mazes and Puzzles
978-1-57912-794-7

Get Ready for School: 
Activities and Games
978-1-57912-796-1

Get Ready for Kindergarten: 
Math and Science
978-1-57912-830-2

Get Ready for First Grade: 
Math and Science
978-1-57912-831-9

s take kids to the next levels of learning!

Heather Stella has a master’s degree in elementary 
education and is currently a student teacher. She lives 

in New York. Athena Anna Lima has a degree in 
elementary education. She has taught fi rst grade for 
14 years and has been a teacher for 18. She lives in 
New Jersey. Maureen Scepkowski has a degree in 

education and has taught second through sixth grades 
for 16 years. She lives in New Jersey. 
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SEE PAGE 30 FOR COMPANION TITLES:

Get Ready for Pre-K
978-1-57912-870-8

Get Ready for Kindergarten
978-1-57912-868-5

Get Ready for First Grade
978-1-57912-869-2

Get Ready for School: 
Shapes and Colors
978-1-57912-632-2

Get Ready for School: 
Numbers
978-1-57912-631-5

Fun, colorful, and 
teacher-approved 
Get Ready for School 
Connecting Cards let 
kids create their own 
words, sentences, and 
equations in endless 
combinations!

G et Ready for School Connecting Cards are the perfect, 
portable companion to Black Dog’s best-selling Get 

Ready for School book series. Four sets of 36 sturdy, 
double-sided, full-color cards cover letters, numbers, and 
sight words. The cards are designed with tongue-and-groove 
notches at either end so they can connect together in any 
combination a child can imagine. 

Letters includes the entire uppercase alphabet on one 
side of the cards, with the lowercase letters on the opposite 
side, plus additional cards with the most commonly used 
letters so kids can combine them to create words or even 
their name. Numbers provides numbers 1 through 20 in 
numeral form on one side and spelled out as words on the 
opposite side. Also included are +, -, and = cards so kids 
can create equations or multiples. Pre-K Sight Words and 

Kindergarten Sight Words help young children recognize 
the most commonly used words in the English 

language, such as “the,” “to,” “and,” “you,” 
“it,” “in,” “said,” and “for.” Kids can connect 
words into short phrases or sentences. Learning 
to recognize these high-frequency words is an 

important fi rst step in learning to read. 
Get Ready for School Connecting Cards are the perfect 

way for kids to develop problem-solving and decision-making 
skills that are essential for the fi rst year of school and 
throughout their lives. 

Get Ready For School 
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Only $12.95

$14.95 Can./£9.95 U.K./$14.99 Aus.

More than 100 full-color illustrations • 36 cards

10" x 6 ¾" x 1 ¾" • Box with carrying handle

Children’s • Rights: World

Numbers: No. 81898; ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-898-2

Letters: No. 81899; ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-899-9

Pre-K Sight Words: No. 81900; ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-900-2

Kindergarten Sight Words: No. 81901; ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-901-9

 ● The Get Ready for School Series has more 

than 730,000 copies in print.

 ● Four sets of 36, sturdy, full-color, 

double-sided, interlocking cards 

 ● Box includes a carrying handle for portability 

 ● Perfect for kids ages 4–6

Numbers
Letters
Pre-K Sight Words
Kindergarten Sight Words

4 sets of 36 double-sided, interlocking cards

MARCH 2012

Get Ready for School: 
Letters
978-1-57912-630-8

Get Ready for School: 
Mazes and Puzzles
978-1-57912-794-7

Get Ready for School: 
Activities and Games
978-1-57912-796-1

Get Ready for Kindergarten: 
Math and Science
978-1-57912-830-2

Get Ready for First Grade: 
Math and Science
978-1-57912-831-9

Connecting Cards
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The American Experience
The History and Culture of the United States 

through Speeches, Letters, Essays, Editorials, 

Poems, Songs, and Stories

Edited by Erik Bruun and Jay Crosby

An important collection of 569 primary documents, 

which explores the events, major and minor, that 

have shaped our nation and illuminates every aspect 

of its history

F eaturing hundreds of voices spanning three centuries, the 
documents included in The American Experience express 

the development of a nation as told through the eyes of those 
who lived during its most seminal and pivotal moments. These 
are the fi rsthand words of the famous, infamous, and forgotten, 
and they come in many forms, including speeches, articles, 
essays, public records, landmark legal documents, poems, news 
reports, and more.    

Organized chronologically from 1763 to the present, The 
American Experience follows the great tapestry of our history 
as it weaves its way through the creation of the republic in its 
nascent years; civil war and reconstruction; the progressive era; 
boom, bust, and the New Deal; world wars; the Cold War; social 
upheaval of every kind; and much more. 

A sample of the 569 documents includes: the Iroquois 
Federation Constitution; Barack Obama’s Philadelphia speech 
on race; Transcripts from the Salem Witch Trial; Roe v. Wade; 
The Declaration of Independence; The Federalist Papers; The 
Monroe Doctrine; Baseball’s Original Rules; “I Have a Dream”; 
Henry David Thoreau on Civil Disobedience; Sojourner Truth 
on Women’s Suffrage; Ulysses S. Grant on the Assault at Cold 
Harbor; The G.I. Bill; Journals of Lewis & Clark; George W. 
Bush’s 9/11 Address; George Washington’s Farewell Address; 
The Louisiana Purchase; The Kinsey Report; and hundreds more. 

An essential collection for students, The American Experience
is also of major appeal to historians, news junkies, and the civic- 
or politically-minded across the political spectrum. 

Erik Bruun has been a reporter, editor, and freelance writer for more 
than twenty years. His books include American Values and Virtues 
and Voices of Protest: Documents of Courage and Dissent. He and his 
family live in Great Barrington, MA.

Jay Crosby is a history teacher and coach at Riverdale Country School, 
in the Bronx, NY and executive director of Somarela Fund. Jay and his 
family live in Brooklyn, NY.

FEBRUARY 2012

Only $22.95

$26.95 Can/£15.95 U.K./$29.99 Aus. • 896 pages

7 ¼" x 9 ¼" • Paperback • History/American • No. 81907

978-1-57912-907-1 • Rights: World English

 ● The hardcover edition, originally published 

as Our Nation’s Archive, has 150,937 copies 

in print.

 ● This paperback edition includes recent 

historical events—from the terrorist attacks 

of September 11, 2001 through the events 

of the Obama administration.

 ● Essential for students, historians, and the 

politically-minded across the full political 

spectrum

The African American Experience
978-1-57912-773-2

SEE PAGE 19 FOR COMPANION TITLE:
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APRIL 2012How Smart Are You? 
Test Your IQ 
Calculate Your IQ in Minutes

Thomas J. Craughwell

How Smart Are You? 
Test Your Math IQ
Discover Your Math Aptitude 

and Sharpen Your Skills

Thomas J. Craughwell

Who are You? 
Test Your Emotional Intelligence
50 Easy-to-Score Quizzes to 

Find the Key to Your Success

Thomas J. Craughwell

Who are You? 
Test Your Personality
50 Easy-to-Score Quizzes that Reveal the Real You

Salvatore Didato

Attractive, take-anywhere, write-in quiz books that 

offer a daily dose of self-discovery and intellectual 

challenge

P erfect for a handbag, briefcase, or knapsack, these 
entertaining and enlightening quiz books are great to have 

on hand anytime and anywhere, be it a long commute, a waiting 
room, or an evening at home. Each book contains dozens 
of quizzes that will both test and help improve your IQ, your 
emotional intelligence, and the power of your personality. 

Are you a logical thinker? Visually inclined? Prove it and have 
fun at the same time with brain-stumping IQ quizzes in Test 
Your IQ. Challenge your math skills and aptitude for numbers in 
Test Your Math IQ. Through the quizzes in Test Your Emotional 
Intelligence you will be able to pinpoint your strengths and 
weaknesses and reveal aspects of your personality you may not 
have realized existed. Test Your Personality is an enlightening 
collection of tests designed to answer who you are, how you 
got that way, and what, if anything, you can or should do to 
change. Modern covers and a great package will make you 
want to show off these clever quiz books wherever you go. 

Thomas J. Craughwell is an author and problem solver. He has traced 
the evolution of Manhattan’s urban legends (Alligators in the Sewer); 
sorted out fact from fi ction in old wives’ tales (Do Blue Bedsheets 
Bring Babies?); identifi ed the patron saints of bloggers and vegetarians 
(This Saint Will Change Your Life); and resurrected a long-forgotten 
story from 1876, when a gang of hapless Irish immigrant counterfeiters 
tried to kidnap the body of Abraham Lincoln—and almost got away with 
it (Stealing Lincoln’s Body). He lives in Bethel, Connecticut. 

Salvatore Didato is a clinical psychologist and has been a television, 
newspaper, and radio commentator on human affairs. He is the author 
of Psychotechniques, and his numerous articles have appeared in a 
variety of publications, including Parade, Harper’s Bazaar, Cosmopolitan, 
and The New York Times.

Only $9.95

$11.95 Can./£6.95 U.K./$11.99 Aus.

Two-color illustrations throughout • 5" x 8 ¼"

Paperback cloth cover with rounded corners 
and elastic closure

Puzzles and Games • Rights: World

How Smart Are You? Test Your IQ: 

No. 81902 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-902-6 • 144 pages

How Smart Are You? Test Your Math IQ: 

No. 81903 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-903-3 • 128 pages

Who Are You? Test Your Emotional Intelligence: 

No. 81904 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-904-0 • 128 pages

Who Are You? Test Your Personality: 

No. 81905 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-905-7 • 144 pages

 ● Based on Black Dog’s large-format series of 

IQ and personality tests, which have more 

than 500,000 copies in print

 ● These all-new, portable, write-in editions are 

perfectly priced at $9.95.

 ● Each book contains dozens of quizzes.

 ● Attractive package features a cloth cover, 

rounded corners, and an elastic band that 

serves as a bookmark or closure
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Only $22.95/$26.95 Can./£15.95 U.K./$29.99 Aus. 

1,000 black-and-white photos and illustrations

752 pages • 8” x 9 ¼” • Paperback • Biography/History

No. 81891 • ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-891-3 • Rights: World

 ● 1,000 photographs and illustrations

 ● A valuable reference for students, history 

buffs, and political junkies

The First Ladies Fact Book 
Revised and Updated

The Childhoods, Courtships, Marriages, 

Campaigns, Accomplishments, and Legacies of 

Every First Lady from 

Martha Washington to Michelle Obama

Bill Harris
Additional text by Laura Ross

The revised and updated edition, including all-new 

information on Michelle Obama, Hillary Clinton, 

Laura Bush, and Betty Ford

A merica’s fi rst ladies have captured the hearts of the 
citizens of our country ever since its humble beginnings. 

This newly updated edition of The First Ladies Fact Book is a 
comprehensive, fascinating, and intimate look at the life of each 
fi rst lady from Martha Washington to Michelle Obama. Each 
profi le includes a portrait, key biographical information, and 
several additional photographs. Among the topics covered are 
childhood and upbringing, early marriage years, the path to the 
White House, hobbies, career, style of dress, and decorating 
preferences. Find out which fi rst lady: had the most children • 
served as a delegate to the United Nations • was accused of 
looting the White House • was a professional dancer • or never 
cooked a meal. Packed with information and surprising facts, 
The First Ladies Fact Book combines the breadth of a textbook 
with the intimacy of a biography.

Bill Harris is a freelance editor and the author of One Thousand 
New York Buildings, among other books. He lives in Dallas, Texas.

Laura Ross is an editor and literary agent. She lives in New York City. 

FEBRUARY 2012

SEE PAGE 20 FOR 
COMPANION TITLE:

The President’s Fact Book; 
978-1-57912-889-0

Previous paperback edition: 978-1-57912-809-8
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JUNE 2012

Previous edition: 978-1-57912861-6

Only $12.99

$15.99Can./£9.95 U.K.

35 color photographs throughout

28 pages • 12" x 12", die-cut

Wall calendar • No. 81906

ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-906-4

Rights: U.S. and Canada

Take Me Out 
to the Ballpark

2013 Calendar
A Month-by-Month Tour of Major League 

Baseball Ballparks Past and Present

Josh Leventhal

An all-new edition of the best-selling 

Take Me Out to the Ballpark wall calendar, 

based on the best-selling book

B lack Dog steps up to bat again with the 2013 
edition of the Take Me Out to the Ballpark 

calendar. Each of the 12 months highlights a different 
beloved ballpark from today or years gone by.   

Each month presents a full-page photograph of the 
park, a brief history, and detail photographs. Important 
baseball birthdays are also noted, as well as major 
holidays for the U.S., Canada, the U.K., Australia, and 
New Zealand. The unique die-cut stadium shape is a 
perennial crowd-pleaser. 

 ● The previous nine 

editions of the 

calendar have sold 

more than 575,000 

copies combined!

 ● Based on the best-selling 

Black Dog & Leventhal 

book Take Me Out to 

the Ballpark, which has 

nearly 700,000 copies 

in print

 ● Includes new and 

traditional Major 

League ballparks, plus 

fascinating facts and 

stunning photographs

Josh Leventhal is the author 
of The World Series and Take 
Me Out to the Ballpark and is 
the publisher of MVP Books 
of Quayside Publishing Group. 
He lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.

JUNE 2012

Previous edition: 978-1-57912-872-2

Only $12.99

$15.99 Can./£9.95 U.K.

40 full-color photographs throughout

28 pages • 12" x 12"

Wall calendar • No. 81894

ISBN-13: 978-1-57912-894-4

Rights: World

The Elements 

2013 Calendar
A Visual Exploration of Every 

Known Atom in the Universe

Theodore Gray
Photographs by Theodore Gray and Nick Mann 

Back for a second year, a month-by-month 

tour of the most beautiful and fascinating 

elements in the periodic table

B ased on the best-selling book The Elements: 
A Visual Exploration of Every Known Atom in 

the Universe as well as the best-selling iPad app, 
The Elements 2013 calendar is perfect for scientists, 
students, teachers, and anyone interested in the 
beauty and diversity of nature. Every month shows 
a full-page photograph of a featured element in its 
pure form and offers an interesting and informative 
anecdote. Smaller images of the element and of 
compounds are set within the monthly calendar grid, 
which includes important dates in chemical history 
and also major North American, British, Canadian, 
Australian, and New Zealand holidays. 

 ● The Elements has 

500,000 copies in print 

in 22 languages.

 ● The iPad app has sold 

more than 240,000 copies 

worldwide.

Theodore Gray is an 
internationally known author, 
app developer, and Renaissance 
man of the digital age. He is the 
creator of some of the world’s 
most exciting and cutting-edge 
apps, including The Elements 
and Solar System , also 
published in print by Black Dog & 
Leventhal.



Black Dog's backlist:

These bestselling Black Dog titles are part of the best 
backlist offer in the business. Please call 1-800-722-7202 

or see your Workman sales representative for details.

No. 81368 • 978-1-57912-368-0

See page 26
No. 81837 • 978-1-57912-837-1

See page 26
No. 81753 • 978-1-57912-753-4

See page 26
No. 81774 • 978-1-57912-774-9

See page 26

No. 81870 • 978-1-57912-870-8

See page 30
No. 81868 • 978-1-57912-868-5

See page 30
No. 81869 • 978-1-57912-869-2

See page 30

2.2 million copies in print!

No. 81866 • 978-1-57912-866-1

See page 29



The BEST in Show

No. 81844 • 978-1-57912-844-9

See page 22
No. 81221 • 978-1-57912-221-8

See page 26 
No. 81862 • 978-1-57912-862-3

See page 26
No. 81874 • 978-1-57912-874-6

See page 26
No. 81873 • 978-1-57912-873-9

See page 21


